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Encyclopedia of Electronic Components Volume 1: Resistors, Capacitors, Inductors, Switches, Encoders, Relays, TransistorsMaker Media, Inc, 2012

	
		Want to know how to use an electronic component? This first book of a three-volume set includes key information on electronics parts for your projects—complete with photographs, schematics, and diagrams. You’ll learn what each one does, how it works, why it’s useful, and what variants exist. No matter how much you...
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Image Processing Using Pulse-Coupled Neural NetworksSpringer, 2005
Humans have an outstanding ability to recognise, classify and discriminate
objects with extreme ease. For example, if a person was in a large classroom
and was asked to find the light switch it would not take more than a second or
two. Even if the light switch was located in a different place than the human
expected or it was...
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Multimedia Systems and Content-Based Image RetrievalInformation Science Publishing, 2003
Multimedia systems and content-based image retrieval are very important areas of  research in computer technology. Numerous research works are being done in these fields at present. These two areas are changing our life-styles because they together cover creation, maintenance, accessing and retrieval of video, audio, image, textual and graphic...
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 11gO'Reilly, 2007
Oracle is an enormous system, with myriad technologies, options, and releases. Most users-even experienced developers and database administrators-find it difficult to get a handle on the full scope of the Oracle database. And, as each new Oracle version is released, users find themselves under increasing pressure to learn about a whole range of new...
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iPod Repair QuickStepsMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Get more life out of your iPod
Like every other electronic device, iPods break down. Until now, the prospect of repairing an iPod was daunting, if not nearly impossible for the average user. In this full-color, inexpensive guide, the owner of the fastest-growing chain of iPod repair shops in the U.S. shares the...
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Service Orient or Be Doomed!: How Service Orientation Will Change Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Introducing service orientation as a vision and philosophy that can impact a business, this innovative new book equips the reader to:
	Best use technology resources to meet goals
	Unleash their "inner nerd" to embrace IT as part of their business as a whole
	Address the "mother of all business...
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CVD Diamond for Electronic Devices and SensorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Synthetic diamond is diamond produced by using chemical or physical processes. Like naturally occurring diamond it is composed of a three-dimensional carbon crystal. Due to its extreme physical properties, synthetic diamond is used in many industrial applications, such as drill bits and scratch-proof coatings, and has the potential to be used in...
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Digital System Design with VHDL (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2004

	When the first edition of this book was published, the idea of combining a text on digital
	design with one on VHDL seemed novel. At about the same time, several other books
	with similar themes were published. This book has now been adopted by several universities
	as a core text. Moreover, the first edition has now been translated into...
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BizTalk 2013 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2013

	BizTalk 2013 Recipes provides ready-made solutions to BizTalk Server 2013 developers. The recipes in the book save you the effort of developing your own solutions to common problems that have been solved many times over. The solutions demonstrate sound practice, the result of hard-earned wisdom by those who have gone before.

...
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VPNs Illustrated : Tunnels, VPNs, and IPsecAddison Wesley, 2005
Virtual private networks (VPNs) based on the Internet instead  of the traditional leased lines offer organizations of all sizes the promise of  a low-cost, secure electronic network. However, using the Internet to carry  sensitive information can present serious privacy and security problems. By  explaining how VPNs actually...
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The Social and Cognitive Impacts of e-Commerce on Modern OrganizationsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
The Social and Cognitive Impacts of E-Commerce on Modern Organizations includes articles addressing the social, cultural, organizational, and cognitive impacts of e-commerce technologies and advances on organizations around the world. Looking specifically at the impacts of electronic commerce on consumer behavior, as well as the impact...
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Newnes Engineering Science Pocket Book, Third Edition (Newnes Pocket Books)Newnes, 2001
Newnes Engineering Science Pocket Book is a uniquely versatile and practical tool for a wide range of engineers and students.  All the fundamentals of electrical and mechanical engineering science and physics are covered, with an emphasis on concise descriptions, key methods, clear diagrams, formulae and how to use them.  John Bird's presentations...
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